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Time passed slowly.  

Not long after, there was a knock on David’s door.  

Knock knock knock.  

David got up and opened the door.  

Standing outside the door was Amadi.  

David was about to ask Amadi what happened, but Amadi was one step ahead of him, 
“David, I’m going back to Star Mansion soon. If you don’t have anything to do, why don’t 
you come with me? I’ll take you around Star Continent and introduce Star Mansion to you 
so that you’ll realize that joining us is definitely your best choice.”  

David suddenly understood.  

Amadi was going back to Star Mansion.  

He had heard Celeste mention it before, but David had no plans to join Star Mansion yet, 
so naturally, he would not go to Star Continent.  

“Amadi, I have to go to the Iridescent Sect with Celeste first. I can only rest assured after 
Celia and the others settle down. You should go back first. I will come to you later.”  

“Alright, that’s fine. After you watch your little lovers join the Iridescent Sect, come to Star 
Continent to find me. I’ll be waiting for you.”  

Amadi also felt that it was obviously impossible to ask David to go with him at this time.  

“Okay! I will contact you again when I head over.”  

“Sure, David. You must come, don’t stand me up.”  

“Amadi, don’t worry! We are still brothers who have experienced life and death whether I 
join Star Mansion or not, and our relationship will not change.”  

“I’m relieved after hearing what you said. I’ll go back first and wait for you at the Star 
Mansion.”  

“Have a safe journey, Amadi.”  

Amadi took his four maids, parted ways with the enormous tortoise, and went to the Star 
Continent.  

Meanwhile, David and the others continued to move toward the Iridescent Continent.  



On this day, David and others were resting when they suddenly heard Celeste’s voice.  

“Come out, everyone! We’re already here.”  

Upon hearing this, David, Celia, and others immediately walked out of the room and went 
outside the luxurious building.  

What caught their eyes was no longer the darkness in the four-dimensional space, but a 
blue sky above their heads.  

They had obviously returned to the three-dimensional space.  

Right now, Celeste was standing in front waiting for them.  

The gang walked behind Celeste.  

Then, Celeste waved her hand and the enormous tortoise under their feet disappeared. It 
became tiny before Celeste put it in her cuff.  

David and others were supported by a force, so they were suspended in the air.  

The disappearance of the enormous tortoise allowed David and the others to see what 
was going on under their feet clearly.  

Except for Celeste, everyone’s eyes widened, and they were extremely shocked.  

Right now, there was a huge continent exuding colorful halos floating quietly in the void 
under their feet. From their height, the edge of the continent was barely visible.  

This was the first time that David and others had seen a place that existed in the form of a 
continent.  

In the past, what they saw were all kinds of planets, big and small. They had never seen 
this kind of giant continent whether it was in the solar system where Earth was located, the 
Milky Way, or the Beast Galaxy.  

New things were always intriguing.  

After the shock, Celia, Selena, and the women all revealed excited looks on their faces.  

This was such beautiful scenery, so any woman would like it!  

Celia and the others were no exception.  

“This is the Iridescent Continent where the Iridescent Sect is located. What do you think? 
It’s pretty nice, right?” Celeste looked at the Iridescent Continent under her feet and said 
with some pride.  

Owning a continent in Star Kingdom was the dream of every force.  

However, there were only a few who could achieve it.  
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Any force that owned a continent in Star Kingdom would stand at the tip of the pyramid.  

The Iridescent Sect happened to be one of them.  

Celeste had lived in the Iridescent Continent since she was a child. While she was 
extremely familiar with this continent, she also had deep feelings for it.  

“Celeste, this place is so beautiful, are we going to live here from now on?” Sandy asked 
happily.  

“Yes, you will live on this continent in the future. As long as you join the Iridescent Sect 
and wear the Iridescent Sect’s exclusive clothes like me, no one will dare to bully you on 
this continent. On this continent, the Iridescent Sect has absolute authority.”  

Only then did everyone notice.  

Celeste was wearing something different at that moment.  

Although it was all red, it was a looser fit than the tight long dresses she wore before. At 
the same time, the color was also much lighter.  

There was also a big scarlet letter on her chest.  

This was the exclusive clothing for the disciples of the Iridescent Sect.  

However, Celeste was the elder of the Iridescent Sect and the head of the last seven high 
priestesses, therefore her clothes were different from other disciples.  

One could tell the status of the Iridescent Sect disciples from the color of their clothes.  

Ordinary disciples wore white, core disciples wore brown, and personal disciples wore 
black.  

Meanwhile, the middle management would wear red.  

However, there were different ranks to that as well.  

One could tell the rank from the symbol on their chest.  

One stripe meant they were first-ranked attendants, two stripes meant they were second-
ranked attendants, and three stripes meant they were third-ranked attendants.  

For the ones above attendants, they would have different symbols on their chests.  

Aside from that, every seven high priestess wore clothes that matched their colors.  



For example, Celeste was the head of the last seven high priestesses, and the color she 
represented was red, so her dress would be red.  

If Lorraine becomes the head of the seven high priestesses this term, she would wear the 
same clothes as Celeste.  

Each color of red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet represented one of the 
seven high priestesses.  

However, for people like Amadi’s mother, although she used to be one of the seven high 
priestesses, she was now married, so she was no longer allowed to wear the Iridescent 
Sect’s exclusive clothing.  

“Great! We will be living on this beautiful continent in the future!” Sandy cheered.  

The other women also showed joyful expressions.  

At least living in such a beautiful place could make them feel less sad about leaving their 
hometown.  

“Don’t relax too much. As the only large-scale force on the Iridescent Continent, the 
Iridescent Sect is the dream of all women on this continent. They view joining the 
Iridescent Sect as something to be proud of. Therefore, competition here is very intense. 
You must work harder in your cultivation. If you don’t advance, you will fall back and if you 
don’t pay attention, you will be overtaken by others. You all crossed endless distances to 
come here to learn, not to enjoy your lives.”  

Celeste’s tone was not stern, but her words froze the happy expressions on everyone’s 
faces.  

Sandy also stopped smiling immediately. She lowered her head and did not dare to look at 
Celeste.  

She was the youngest and had always been regarded as the apple of the eye by the 
Luther family. She had not suffered any grievances until now.  

The group fell silent as Celeste still commanded a lot of respect in their hearts.  
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David wanted to say a few words at this time, but someone was one step ahead of him.  

“Celeste, don’t worry! We will work hard to cultivate, and we won’t embarrass you. Sandy 
is still young and has a childlike innocence, so please excuse her and don’t stoop down to 
her level.”  

Selena was the one who spoke.  



As the most talented among this group of women, she was also the one who was favored 
by Celeste.  

She felt the need to stand up.  

After Selena finished speaking, Celia and others also followed suit.  

“Yeah, Celeste! Sandy is still young. We hope you won’t stoop to her level.”  

David felt quite relieved seeing how everyone stood up for Sandy.  

The relationship between this group of women was closer than sisters. They were like a 
big family.  

Sandy also raised her head bravely at this time and said, “Celeste, I’m sorry, I was too 
excited, but don’t worry! i will definitely work hard.”  

“Don’t get me wrong, I didn’t mean to blame you, but I just want to remind you that 
although the fridescent Sect is very competitive, this is also a reputable platform. If you 
have this opportunity, you must use it well. Don’t make David worry about you out there. 
He will be facing more intense competition in Star Kingdom, and if he is not careful, he 
may die,” Celeste said calmly.  

“We know. Thank you, Celeste, for giving us this opportunity. We will definitely live up to 
your expectations.”  

“Come on! Let’s go back to the Iridescent Sect.”  

Celeste flew first toward the Iridescent Sect.  

Except for David, everyone followed Celeste under the pull of a force.  

The planets and continents in Star Kingdom had a completely different gravitational force 
than Earth.  

As long as you were a partial God Ranker on Earth, you could break free from the earth’s 
gravity and fly  

into the air.  

However, it was different in Star Kingdom.  

The gravitational force of the planets and the continents here was much greater than that 
of Earth.  

If it was on a planet, one needed to be at least in Star Realm to break free from the 
planet’s gravity and fly high into the sky.  

The gravitational force on a continent was stronger, so only people in Universe Realm 
could fly.  



This was also the reason why countless forces wanted to own a continent.  

Due to the strong gravitational force, even walking, eating, sleeping, and even breathing 
were like cultivation to the people living on it.  

People who live on the continents had a natural sense of superiority when they went to 
other planets.  

Their strength was generally much higher than the people living on planets.  

It was just like on Earth how people from Capital City in Somerland felt superior when 
going to a small county town.  

Therefore, if Selena and the women had not had Celeste’s help, the moment the 
enormous tortoise disappeared, they would have been pulled by the powerful gravitational 
force of the Iridescent Continent and plunged downward.  

As an Eternal, David was not weak no matter where he was.  

Therefore, he was completely immune to the Iridescent Continent’s gravity and did not 
need Celeste’s help.  

With Celeste in the lead, the group went straight to the mountain gate of the Iridescent 
Sect.  

Since the Iridescent Sect was shrouded under a huge formation, one could only see 
mountains surrounded by clouds if one looked down on the entire Iridescent Sect from a 
high altitude.  

It was impossible to see the true face of the Iridescent Sect at all.  

It was naturally impossible for outsiders to see a powerful sect from the air.  

Soon, Celeste landed with David and others in front of the Iridescent Gate of the Iridescent 
Sect.  

The moment they all landed, the two women guarding the gate immediately stepped 
forward and knelt on one knee. They then greeted respectfully, “Greetings, Elder Red. 
Congratulations on your triumphant return after showing our strength to the outside 
world.”  

“You may rise,” Celeste said blankly.  

“Thank you, Elder Red.”  

The two disciples guarding the mountain gate stood up and stood on either side.  

“Follow me into the sect!”  

Celeste ordered and then walked towards the Iridescent Gate first.  



David, Celia, and others followed quickly.  

After entering the Iridescent Sect…  
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Immediately, a middle-aged woman in red clothes with three stripes on her chest greeted 
Celeste.  

She was a third-ranked attendant of the Iridescent Sect who was also in middle 
management.  

She could join the senior management if she progressed further.  

“Greetings, Elder Red.” After the middle-aged woman came, she also bowed respectfully 
to Celeste.  

“You may rise!” Celeste said with a blank expression.  

“Thank you, Elder Red. Please move to the sect’s meeting hall, the head is already waiting 
for you.”  

“Okay, I see. You should entertain the man behind me and do it according to the highest 
standard of the sect. You must not neglect him,” Celeste said.  

She was referring to David, of course.  

David was the only man here.  

“Yes, Elder Red!” The middle-aged woman said respectfully.  

At the same time, she looked at David curiously.  

Not many people could be entertained according to the Iridescent Sect’s highest standard.  

“Who is this young man?’  

Celeste then turned to look at David and said, “David, go and rest first. I’ll come to you 
when I’m done.”  

“Okay, Celeste. You should go handle your own affairs, you don’t have to pay any 
attention to me,” David said indifferently.  

Celeste looked at Celia and the others again.  

“You ladies should come with me to see the head and confirm the fact you’re joining us.”  

“Yes, Celeste!”  



Everyone said at the same time.  

Celeste turned and walked towards the meeting hall.  

Celia and the others followed closely behind her.  

The middle-aged woman scanned Celia and these women.  

She thought in my heart, ‘These women are all very good-looking, but I wonder how 
talented they are and whether they can become one of the seven high priestesses.  

‘Especially Selena. She is definitely a high priestess in the making at first glance.’  

Now there was only one position left among the seven high priestesses of the sect.  

There were supposed to be two more.  

However, a person named Lorraine suddenly came and directly became the head of the 
seven high priestesses not long ago.  

This surprised countless people.  

After the news spread, the entire Iridescent Continent and Star Kingdom started to 
speculate who Lorraine really was, not to mention the Iridescent Sect itself.  

They were wondering how she could actually become the head of the seven high 
priestesses.  

The news that came out after that shocked countless people even more.  

The four reputable elders actually wanted to accept Lorraine as their disciple at the same 
time, and there would be a ceremony to confirm that soon.  

The sect had already sent people out to distribute invitations.  

That was to say, Lorraine would be taught by the four reputable elders.  

This was something that had never happened in the Iridescent Sect before.  

Not even Elder Red received that kind of treatment.  

She only had one reputable elder as her teacher.  

Everyone felt that the reason why Lorraine was treated like this must be because of her 
talent, and that she must be stronger than Elder Red.  

Otherwise, why would the four reputable elders come out of retreat and accept her as their 
disciple at the same time?  

Elder Red was less than two thousand years old, and she was already a Sovereign 
Ranker.  



The day when she would progress beyond Eternal Realm was just around the corner.  

It was unknown how long it would take for this new head of the seven high priestesses to 
reach Elder Red’s level.  

One thousand five hundred years?  

Or a thousand years?  

 


